
 

2021 – 2022 State Policy and Legislative Agenda 

 

Fair, Open and Democratic Legislative Process 

We urge the Legislature to move forward with reforms that ensure the public, advocates and the 
media can better and more fully follow and participate in the legislative process. Rushed 
legislation leaves important public, advocate and stakeholders out and could lead to costly or 
poorly drafted legislation with harmful consequences. More time should be required for the 
public to review a bill and public notice and upcoming legislative hearings. Other states have 
these minimum standards leading to a better legislative process. The Governor has advocated 
for a 3-day window to allow time for public review of bills before they are discussed or moved in 
the Legislature. We would advocate 5 days and include notices for public / legislative hearings in 
the five-day requirement to allow the public the opportunity to both review bill language and 
prepare and plan to attend a legislative hearing.  

 

Economic Security and Health & Wellbeing for Working 
Families  

Emergency Earned Sick Days – S243/A4209 – provides essential workers with 15 
emergency paid sick days available immediately during a declared state of emergency, this 
would be for future possible pandemics or other emergencies. The bill also increases the number 
of base earned paid sick days from 5 to 7 days. It removes the burdensome 120 waiting period; 
workers should be able to use their paid leave as soon as accrued. The bill would include per 
diem health care employees (removes their previous carve-out from coverage). It changes 
employers’ ability to require a doctor’s note on the third consecutive day of absence to the fifth 
consecutive day and allows for telehealth documentation and adds at least 2 days bereavement 
time as an allowable use under the law. 

 Job Protection to Ensure Access to Paid Leave and Economic Security – Workers 
must be able to access paid leave without fear of job loss when they need time off to bond with 
new children, care for a seriously ill loved one, deal with issues related to domestic or sexual 
violence, or to recover from a disability.  The federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and 
the NJ Family Leave Act (NJFLA) both provide job protection when workers’ take leave to care 
for a seriously ill loved one, and now includes reasons related to COVID including caring for a 
child at home due to closed schools or daycares. The FMLA also covers dealing with one’s own 
health needs.  



However, to be eligible for FMLA and NJFLA job protections, workers must have worked at 
their job for one year, worked 1,000 hours (1,250 for FMLA), and have at least 30 employees (50 
for FMLA) where they work. Unfortunately, that leaves many of our state's most economically 
vulnerable workers without job protection when in need to take leave.  Access to paid leave 
would be more achievable and equitable by incorporating job protection into our state paid leave 
TDI/FLI statute. No one should forsake taking the paid leave that they are entitled to because 
they could lose their job. 

Fixes to Temporary Disability and Family Leave Insurance Programs – To ensure 
equitable access to paid leave, we must strengthen our state paid leave programs in several key 
areas, for example: Allow for immigrants to apply for benefits showing they have contributed to 
the program; Create military service as a qualifying exigency leave when workers need time off 
work to participate in a qualifying event because of the military deployment of their loved one; 
Include an “opt-in” for self-employed workers who are not required to pay into TDI or FLI, but 
want to be covered; Change minimum gross earnings eligibility to allow for lower earning 
individuals to be covered; Include county and municipal employees for the Temporary Disability 
Insurance program; and allow for bereavement time for parents of babies who do not survive 
childbirth. See the more detailed list of fixes here.  

Domestic Workers Bill of Rights – S4044 – ensures domestic workers enjoy equality with 
all other workers and creates robust protections to ensure fair working conditions and recourse 
against exploitation in the workplace. It provides key protections that are now considered industry 
standards critical for the domestic workforce such as guaranteeing meal and rest breaks, a weekly 
day of rest, as well mandatory employment contracts that delineate information including working 
hours and rate of pay. And it would establish a standards board to continue to evaluate the needs of 
domestic workers and propose effective solutions through the input of stakeholders, including 
representatives from employers and domestic workers themselves. 

NJ Fair Workweek – S921/A2548 – requires employers to post schedules 2 weeks in 
advance or receive compensation for last minute scheduling changes, gives workers the 
opportunity to work enough desired hours (as opposed to employers hiring additional part-time 
workers), the right to rest with required time off between closing and opening shifts, the right to 
request flexible hours without fear of termination or other retaliation. Many NJ workers in the 
service sector have to deal with unpredictable, last-minute, fluctuating workweeks, over which 
they have little say. This makes it difficult for workers to predict their incomes, maintain a 
second job, make time for school, or arrange childcare. This legislation would establish fair 
workweek standards for larger employers in the hospitality, restaurant, retail, and warehouse 
sectors.  

The Right to Refuse – A4268 – provides an appropriate incentive for employers to take all 
necessary precautions to make their workplaces safe and keep workers healthy. The Department 
of Labor creates a set of standards that employers must follow and works closely with 
community partners to educate workers about their rights. Essential workers during public 
health emergencies have the right to refuse work if their employer has not met specific baseline 
measures to prevent exposure to a communicable disease or other health or safety hazards. 
Workers would continue to be paid for hours they would have normally been working until 
conditions are remedied.  

Child Care – New Jersey should adopt a child tax credit similar to NY state For tax filers that 
claimed the federal child tax credit, the amount of the Empire State child credit is the greater of 
33% of the portion of the federal child tax credit and federal additional child tax credit 
attributable to qualifying children, or $100 multiplied by the number of qualifying children. Tax 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uV-d9aKhhb9-hypRw73kIhJo3ToHtjFukCBydzr-FnA/edit


filers with qualifying children and incomes under $110,000 for married couples and $75,000 for 
singles, who did not claim the federal child tax credit but meet all of the other eligibility 
requirements shown above, receive a credit of $100 multiplied by the number of qualifying 
children. Five other states including CA, CO, ID, OK, and NC also have a CTC. 

Earned Income Tax Credit Expansion – The EITC is the most promising and effective 
anti-poverty program we have. Very low-income families need this type of tax credit which can 
be immediately used to pay for basic necessities and which equate to a stimulus by infusing cash 
into the economy. We support expanding the EITC to more low wage workers including ITIN 
filers, allowing childless workers and workers with dependents other than children realize a 
higher level of tax credit, and we support an overall higher EITC rate for all filing.  

• S836/A841: Increases benefit amounts under New Jersey earned income tax credit 
program from 40 percent to 50 percent. 

•  S765/A839: Increases benefit amounts incrementally under New Jersey earned 
income tax credit program from 40 percent to 100 percent for resident individuals who 
cannot claim qualifying child. 

• S764/A840: Enhances benefit provided under New Jersey earned income tax credit 
program by treating a qualifying relative as a qualifying child. 

• S2194/A4229: Expands eligibility under New Jersey earned income tax credit program 
to allow taxpayers with Individual Tax Identification Numbers to qualify. ($74.5 million)  

 

Racial Justice 

Office of the Public Advocate. (No bill number yet) As the pandemic has laid bare, black 
and brown communities and women have been disproportionately impacted by the economic 
and public health effects due to pre-existing conditions in these areas. A Public Advocate is 
needed during and beyond this continuing crisis to provide government oversight on behalf of 
people of color, low-income families and individuals, the elderly, children, disabled 
communities, and LGBTQ communities across all New Jersey departments and programs. 
Oversight of the activities of the county jail systems, child advocacy/family court matters, and 
coordination with multiple ombudsmen are critical to ensuring justice and fairness to our most 
vulnerable residents. The Office of the Public Advocate would promote integrity and 
transparency at all levels of New Jersey Government through legal advocacy, investigating abuse 
and neglect in the Executive Branch, recommending policy and regulatory reforms, partnering 
with community groups, and providing educational outreach to the public. While there is debate 
over how the Office of the Public Advocate could be recreated given that various ombudsmen, 
offices, Rate Counsel, and other key government entities are dispersed among other areas of 
government, we believe that they and all state departments can be connected in meaningful 
ways to move the state toward full equity for disadvantaged groups.  

The FAIR Act (Fairness Auto Insurance Rates) A1657 / S111 (Quijano, Gill) – would 
prohibit the use of education, occupation, and credit score as rating factors in automobile 
insurance underwriting. While these factors do not overtly invoke race, pre-existing racial 
inequalities in educational, occupational and economic attainment ensure the same result: Black 
and Latinx drivers in New Jersey are more likely to pay more for, or be unable to afford, auto 



insurance coverage, hamstringing their economic mobility. The same is true for working class 
consumers of any background. A janitor with a perfect driving record is charged more for auto 
insurance than a doctor with a poor driving record. Data sourced from Quadrant Information 
Services, LLC. (August 2020) and compiled by Consumer Federation of America showed: 

• Drivers living in predominantly Black and Latino zipcodes in New Jersey pay 139% of the 
statewide premium average of $1,459.69 for a 35-year-old driver with a clean driving 
record and other standardized characteristics. 

• Drivers in predominantly White zipcodes paid only 93% of the statewide premium 
average. 

This bill will help make auto insurance more affordable for good drivers in New Jersey and 
eliminate unfair discrimination in auto insurance markets that disproportionately impact people 
of color. Auto insurance rates should be based on driving record and driving history and not on 
socio-economic factors. 

Small Biz Lending Transparency S233/A3891 (Singleton & Pou / Burzichelli) – this 
legislation would provide transparency in small business lending. It requires providers of 
commercial finance to disclose critical information small business borrowers need to know the 
true terms of loans they take out, including APR total finance charges, fees and more. Too 
many small businesses are subject to deceptive marketing that does not make clear what the full 
cost of their loans are. [We would support it as it is, but would also support strengthening the 
bill.] 

Oppose: Earned income access – S3611/A3450 (Johnson and Scutari) – This 
legislation purports to provide a simple mechanism for employees to access earned wages before 
the employer scheduled payday.  As written, the bill allows third parties to charge fees to 
employees without limits, exempts these loans from New Jersey usury law, and permits 
overdrafts to occur. The legislation creates a system of credit and loans with wages used for 
collateral. These transactions are payday loans and should be regulated as such.  These 
transactions are part of the "predatory inclusion" environment in which products are devised to 
look like access to helpful financial tools and credit, but they perpetuate financial insecurity and 
debt instead of   building economic stability. 

  

Student Debt Protection Legislation  

Governor Murphy's administration has implemented a comprehensive and nationally 
recognized agenda to address the $45 billion student debt crisis in New Jersey. By creating the 
office of the Student Loan Ombudsman, creating standards and rules with enforcement powers 
with the Department of Banking and Insurance can oversee the student loan servicing industry, 
and restoring the mission of HESAA so that it is truly “assisting” students and their families, the 
Governor and the legislature have taken significant steps to help students and their families who 
are struggling to repay student loan debt.  The Community College Opportunity Grant, the 
Garden State Guarantee initiative are investments in public higher education that will make 
college affordable and debt free for New Jerseyans going forward.  These are just the key policies 
among others that make New Jersey a state in the forefront of restoring the great American 
tradition of higher education as a means to building middle class wealth and of having one of the 
most educated workforces in the world. But there is still more work to be done to ease the pain 
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of existing student loan debt, to prevent students from being saddled with unnecessary debt, 
and to ensure students get the quality education they need, and for which they pay. These fair 
and common-sense bills will provide oversight of the private student loan industry, hold schools 
accountable for the quality and costs of their programs, and protect taxpayer investment in 
student financial aid. 

These bills are essential to fighting the student debt crisis and for the state to reach the goal of 
achieving 65 percent postsecondary attainment in New Jersey by 2025.  We urge the legislature 
to pass them and the Governor to sign them as soon as they are passed.                            

Private Student Loan Oversight - S2358/ A4395 – Requires registration of private 
education lenders; establishes protections for private education borrowers. The bill ensures that 
private student loan borrowers have transparent terms and the ability to apply for release of 
loan co-signers as long as strict underwriting practices are observed.  

Gainful Employment – S2026 – Requires institutions of higher education and private 
career schools to provide on website employment data of graduates; requires DOLWD to 
compile certain employment information. Requires state agencies to create and hold schools 
accountable to a tuition “debt-to-earnings” measure and an “earning-to-tuition and fees cost 
measure.” All of these requirements are meant to hold schools accountable for promises made to 
students that they will graduate with the skills needed to pursue gainful employment. 

Transcript Withholding Prohibition (No bill numbers yet) – Assemblywoman Mila 
Jasey and Senator Sandra Cunningham are expected to introduce bills to prohibit the 
withholding of transcripts because of institutional debt. Many New Jerseyans are currently 
unable to obtain their transcripts from higher education institutions across the state because 
they owe even small amounts of money—from tuition fees to library fines and parking tickets—
to the universities and colleges they attended. At a time when many families are suffering 
through the financial fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic, transcript withholding is a disruptive, 
counter-productive, and harmful practice that prevents students from being able to transfer 
credits, re-enroll in school to finish their degrees, or obtain jobs that could help them pay their 
balances and loan debt as well.  

 

Quality, Affordable Health Care for All   

Implementation of Coverage Programs 

Covering all Kids – The legislation signed by the Governor re-establishes NJ FC Advantage, 
but is silent on the specifics. The Governor and his team have made a critical commitment that 
the child coverage expansion will mirror the same benefits and costs for families as our CHIP 
program and be available in 2022.  The buy-in program will open up a lower cost, higher value 
NJFC option for families than what is currently available to them. This is especially important 
for some of our populations not yet addressed - immigrants under the 5-year bar, DACA, those 
in the family glitch, etc.  There is an advisory workgroup to be convened. We are asking the 
Governor to ensure the workgroup is convened at the outset of the process.   

 EZ Enrollment – (Pending signature) – S3238 – The EZ Enrollment program would 
create a 1st ever special enrollment period for uninsured tax filers, and upon enrollment waive 
the individual responsibility penalty.   Filers who chose can request a review of eligibility and if 
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qualified be automatically enrolled in NJ Family Care. Those eligible for a Marketplace plan 
would be given eligibility estimates and no less than 30 days to enroll.  This will require a 
coordinated outreach and implementation plan of state agencies, tax preparers, enrollment 
assisters, and community-based organizations. NJCA and our NJ For Health Care partners who 
have been conducting coordinated outreach and enrollment for the last decade, seek to 
coordinate with the interagency workgroup who will create and implement this important 
program in order to ensure a robust public response to this newly created enrollment 
opportunity.  

Prescription Drug Pricing Reform – S1066 / A2418 – This bill establishes a 5 member 
board in the Department of Law & Public Safety in the Division of Consumer Affairs. The 
Board’s focus will be to assess prescription drug pricing and utilization information across the 
entire pharmaceutical distribution chain. Based on the information gathered, the Board will 
make policy recommendations to the legislature to reduce the cost of drugs with excessively high 
prices or yearly increases. Affordability is defined differently for brand name, biologic and 
generic drugs. This could include establishing a payment limit on what New Jersey residents pay 
for the drugs identified, importation or other cost saving policy recommendations. This is a 
model policy endorsed by the National Academy for State Health Policy and has been adopted in 
four other states (Maryland, Maine, Oregon and Colorado). The bill has been voted out of 
Assembly committee and is expected to be considered in lame duck.   

Youth Screening for Substance Misuse & Mental Health – S508/A3158 – would 
require all high schools to establish a screening program for all students to determine those who 
may be at risk for developing substance misuse or mental health issues.  The program would 
include the administration of the process of Screening, Brief Intervention, or Referral to 
Treatment (SBIRT) for all screenings.  Screenings require parental consent, are highly 
confidential and cannot result in any punitive action being taken against the student. Schools 
would identify personnel to train and administer the screenings. Schools would follow up with 
any student identified as potentially having a problem, or needing more extensive intervention 
for treatment. School screenings could be reimbursable under NJ Family Care. In addition, the 
screenings are considered preventative and could be funded with cannabis tax revenue.  An 
SBIRT program has been implemented statewide in Massachusetts through its Department of 
Health.  The bill has not yet had a hearing, however is expected to be considered in lame duck. 

 

Reproductive Health and Choice 

The Reproductive Freedom Act – (S3030/A4848) – will protect and expand access to 
reproductive health care services, ensuring that everyone in our state can make their own 
personal decisions when it comes to birth control, pregnancy-related care, and abortion. Now is 
the time for the Legislature to take action. Right now, there are 19 cases on abortion access one 
step away from the Supreme Court - which, with Justices Gorsuch, Kavanaugh, and Coney 
Barrett on the bench, appears to be more hostile to abortion access than any point in the 48 
years since Roe v Wade was decided. Reproductive freedom is a race and gender equity as well 
as a matter of consequential economic security for women. 

  



Next Steps to Advancing Universal Coverage 

Coverage Innovation to Improve Affordability & Access 

New Jerseyans saw an increase in the level of premium assistance in 2021 that was 
unprecedented. Those subsidies could be made permanent as part of the Build Back Better plan. 
While these subsidies have decreased costs for NJ Marketplace enrollees and slightly increased 
coverage levels, high out of pocket costs continue to be a disincentive for individuals to address 
health care issues early and utilize benefits. New Jersey can leverage federal dollars to lower 
health care costs and insure more New Jersey residents, all without spending more state General 
Fund dollars. Opportunities include:  

• Strengthening DOBI’s oversight so New Jersey families who buy their own health 
coverage can pay less in premiums for plans with lower deductibles. 

• Creating public options that lower consumer costs by leveraging the state’s purchasing 
power through NJ Family Care Advantage, State Health Benefits Plan, etc. 

• Helping small businesses enroll their workers into affordable Marketplace coverage, 
cutting company health costs while letting small firms enjoy the recruitment and 
retention advantages of helping their workers get health benefits and allowing employees 
to take advantage of APTCs.  

Additional issues:  

Multiple Employer Welfare Association bailout:  A bill was introduced in June (S3000) that 
would authorize the use of taxpayer funds to bailout Master Trust MEWA which recently filed 
for bankruptcy. It is the position of NJCA and other consumer health advocates that as a self-
insured plan specifically established to circumvent NJ regulation, and guaranty fund 
contributions appropriating taxpayer funds is not appropriate. Unlike our regulated plans the 
MEWA is only required to hold 150% of claims in reserves. Instead of a bailout the state should 
take this opportunity to revisit MEWA regulations and to explore policy options that would 
incentivize employers to participate in the state’s fully regulated market. NJCA and our partners 
STRONGLY oppose such a request.   

Horizon BCBS Payment – FY 2023 budget will likely consider the $600 million payment 
Horizon must make if their application to restructure is approved.  An application was 
submitted to DOBI in late February and is currently being analyzed for completeness. Where 
that analysis stands is not known. These funds are being paid from Horizon’s reserves - 
accumulated premium contributions of NJ residents. We have always maintained these funds 
must be used to expand access to health care for the state’s remaining uninsured and are asking 
any allocation of Horizon funds in the Governor’s proposed FY2023 budget is in keeping with 
that goal.   

 

Anti-Poverty  

WorkFirst New Jersey (WFNJ)/Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) 
Reform (No bill number yet) – The WFNJ program enacted in 1997 is a vital safety net for 
people who fall on hard times in New Jersey. However, since 1996 enrollment in the program 



has declined by 91% and the program serves very few children and families in deep poverty now. 
Poverty disproportionately harms families of color due to long-term discrimination in housing, 
employment, and education. We applaud the legislature and Governor for increased monthly 
benefits and recent improvements in the program. However, additional reforms to WFNJ are 
needed to ensure this critical safety net remains for our poorest families and provides the full 
range of support that can permanently lift them out of poverty. S2329, which was passed by the 
Senate and Assembly in May 2020, would have reformed the program with a new goal of lifting 
families out of poverty for the first time in its history. The draft revised legislation would ensure 
that families have the supports needed to combat the effects of poverty, provide assistance to 
families up to 50% of the Federal Poverty level (or deep poverty) with increased benefits, 
provide sufficient education and training to parents for better paying jobs, eliminate punitive 
work requirement policies, improve the exit ramp from assistance to work, and track salary and 
employment so that families can achieve and maintain self-sufficiency. 

Oppose: S3637 – New Jersey Retirement Infrastructure Collateralized Holdings 
(RICH) Fund Act – While this bill purports to create a solution to pension liabilities, it would 
in practice create much larger issues for low-income residents across the state. It encourages 
local government water and sewer systems to transfer their community-built assets to the RICH 
Fund. Further, it creates a back-door water privatization system whereby municipalities might 
be forced within 120-days to convey their assets to RICH by a 3-member panel with little 
oversight nor meaningful safeguards. By transferring the public employer pension contributions 
from a municipality’s general tax base to its ratepayers utilizing the  “fair market value” method 
would create a profit incentive, and in essence a regressive tax, driving water and sewer rates 
unreasonably high for local citizens. This legislation should not be approved.  

 

Same-day Voter Registration 

A4548/S2824 would bring comprehensive same day registration to New Jersey, reducing the 
standard voter registration deadline by 8 days (to bring it closer to the vote-by-mail application 
deadline) and allow for in-person same day registration up to and on Election Day at the county 
clerk's office and at polling places.  

 

State Bank 

A State Public Bank can partner with community banks and credit unions to provide lower cost 
and patient financing for housing and community development in communities the private 
financial sector does not typically invest in, increase access to capital for small businesses at 
favorable terms, provide an alternative to the Wall Street bond market for cities and towns 
rebuilding their infrastructure, provide better rates and servicing for student loans, and preserve 
state revenue that would otherwise go to corporate profits.  

The Murphy Administration continues to make progress building the state public bank. An 
Implementation Board was established to explore goals, capitalization, possible investments, 
funding, structure, and governance of the state public bank. Funding was included in the 2021-
22 State Budget for expert counseling to support the Board further in creating the bank. 


